Homework 9. Due April 22

1. Find the analytical solution of the initial value problem

\[ dX_t = \left( \frac{b^2}{4} - X_t \right) dt + b\sqrt{X_t} dw, \quad X_0 = x > 0, \]

where \( b \) is constant. Note that this process will stop as \( X_t \) reaches 0.

*Hint: make the variable change \( Y = \sqrt{X} \).*

2. Consider the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross Model for the time evolution of interest rates

\[ dX_t = a(b - X_t) dt + \sigma\sqrt{X_t} dw, \quad X_0 = x. \tag{1} \]

Assume \( 2ab \geq \sigma^2 \). This condition guarantees that the process does not meet 0 almost surely. Show that

\[ E[X_t | X_0 = x] = xe^{-at} + b(1 - e^{-at}), \]
\[ \text{Var}(X_t | X_0 = x) = \frac{x\sigma^2}{a}(e^{-at} - e^{-2at}) + \frac{b\sigma^2}{2a}(1 - e^{-at})^2 \]

3. Apply the Euler-Maruyama and Milstein’s methods to the geometric Brownian motion

\[ dX_t = \lambda X_t dt + \mu X_t dw, \quad X_0 = 1, \quad t \in [0, 1]. \]

This equation is solvable analytically. Let \( X_j \) be its analytic solution at the mesh points, while \( Y_j \) be its numerical solution, \( 0 \leq j \leq n \).

(a) Generate a Brownian random walk \( w = \{w_j\}_{0 \leq j \leq 1024} \) on the interval \([0, 1]\). Out of it, create coarser Brownian random walks with 64 and 256 steps. Plot the exact solution \( X_t \) on the interval \([0, 1]\) and the numerical solutions by the Euler-Maruyama and Milstein’s methods with \( n = 64 \) and 256 points. Plot all these graphs in the same figure. Write a summary of your observations regarding the accuracy of these methods.

(b) Determine experimentally the weak and strong orders of convergence of the Euler-Maruyama and Milstein’s methods. Use time steps \( h = 2^{-n} \) for \( n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 \). Repeat calculations \( M = 1000 \) times for each time step. Plot the graphs of the weak error

\[ \max_{0 \leq j \leq n} |E[Y_j] - E[X_j]| \]
and the strong error
\[
\max_{0 \leq j \leq n} E[|Y_j - X_j|]
\]
as functions of \( h \) in the log-log scale. Determine the slopes of these graphs. These slopes will be the weak and the strong orders of convergence respectively. Use can use the matlab function \texttt{polyfit} for determination of the slopes.

\textit{Hint: you might find the paper [1] very helpful. It contains a number of programs, in particular, for finding strong and weak orders of converge.}

4. Consider the stochastic cubic oscillator
\[
dx = -x^3 dt + \sqrt{2} \beta^{-1} dw, \quad x(0) = 4. \tag{2}
\]
Note that the function \( b(x) = -x^3 \) does not satisfy the global Lipschitz condition. Set \( \beta = 1 \).

(a) Show that the invariant pdf is given by
\[
\pi(x) = \frac{1}{Z} e^{-\beta x^4/4}.
\]
(b) Generate a numerical solution on the time interval \([0, 10]\) using Euler-Maruyama method with a very small time step \( h = 10^{-4} \). Keep the generated Brownian random walk \( w \). Plot the graph of the computed solution. You will treat this solution as the “true solution”.
(c) Create coarser random walks out of \( w \) with time steps 0.01 and 0.1. Try to compute solutions using the Euler-Maruyama. It is likely that these solutions will quickly blow up. Report your observations.
(d) Using the same coarser random walks and time steps 0.01 and 0.1, compute numerical solutions using MALA. Plot them on the same figure as the “true solution”.

\textit{Hint: You should obtain a figure similar to the one in slide 8 in N. Bou-Rabee’s presentation}
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